Places to Go in New York City
So you are having a hard time deciding on places to go in New York
City. I don’t want to call you lame, but even a blindfolded rat knows
where the best places are. (Rats lean toward dumpsters and alleys) But
if I started naming places at 6 o’clock EST, I would still be yappin’ at
sunset.
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Just take a look at this little photo I took with my tablet.

Liar!
The possibilities are as far as the eye can see and available 24 hours a
day in the “City That Never Sleeps”.
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Performances
Cultural
Museums
Landmarks
Outdoors
Amusement
Sports
Zoos & Aquariums

Historic City Sites in New York New York has hundreds of buildings that can be termed
historic—whether due to their age, architectural style, and/or events that took place on the spot. Read all about
them.

Horse Stables & Riding Centers in New York Sure, you could hop into a Central Park carriage for a
lazy jaunt around the park, but there are also plenty of places in the metropolitan area where you can saddle up
and practice your canter!

Madison Avenue Shopping Often referred to as the "Gold Coast" of shopping, one of Madison Avenue's
advantages is Fifth Avenue's higher profile, which keeps tourists at bay. A slightly higher altitude on the Manhattan
map helps, too, since Madison Avenue's storied shopping district is more a vein of the Upper East Side than it is of
Midtown.

Major Parks in New York City No stranger to grand creations, New York City is home to some of the
biggest and most beautiful public parks in the world. Lush greenery, athletic fields, even playhouses, carousels,
and historic domiciles can all be found in the verdant borders of the city's natural monuments.

Museums in New York New York is home to many of the finest historical institutes in the world, as well as
the most eminent museums. With worldclass collections and permanent exhibits, there's enough to see and
experience that it's a wonder anyone ever has time for the special exhibits!

NearlyFree Nightlife in New York From happy hours to drink specials to just plain old good prices, New
York's rife with watering holes that won't dilute your bank account.

New York Bike Tours Explore New York City at your own pace by bicycle for a full or half day. Take to the
streets and explore the best of Manhattan by bike: Pedal around New York's parks and along the rivers, across
famous bridges and through historic neighborhoods!

New York Boat Tours From dinner and brunch cruises to holiday fireworks, some of the best views of New
York can be had from the waters of New York Harbor. Whether you cruise around Manhattan, take a boat to
sightsee, or enjoy a thrilling speedboat ride, we've got every type of boat tour imaginable.

Now you can’t blame me if you still can’t find good Places to go in New York
City.

